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Introduction
This presentation is about count-mass distinction and measurement. Cross-linguistically, semantics of measurement construction is syntactically determined. As a case study, I show that in Japanese,
countability of nouns are affected by syntactic difference between prenominal Numeral Quantifiers (NQs) and postnominal NQs. Through the discussion, I propose that Japanese has count-mass distinction,
and postnominal NQs and prenominal NQs are different with respect to monotonicity.

Count-mass Distinction
Does Japanese have “count syntax”? It lacks most of the features found in English.

(1) a. It has no morpho-syntactic distinction between singular form and plural form.
b. It does not require determiner (Japanese has no articles)
c. It allows cardinal numbers with a classifier, regardless of countability

These features allow researches to make different predictions.
(2) a. Barner and Snedeker (2005): In principle, countability in Japanese nouns depends on

the visibility of count syntax. → Neutral
b. Chierchia (1998): Japanese nouns are always mass, in a sense mass nouns are inherently

plural. → Japanese has no count syntax
c. Borer (2005): Japanese nouns are always mass, in a sense their countability is provided

by overt classifiers. → Japanese has no lexical countability
However, there is still a semantic effect brought about by count-mass distinction.
(3) domo-hon mo vs. *dono-mizu-mo (Watanabe, 2008)

(4) a. * Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[nan-byaku-toiu
what-100-say

/
/
tasuu-no]
many-Gen

ase-o
sweat-Acc

kai-ta.
secreted-Past

(intended) “Taro sweated a lot.”

b. Taro-wa
Taro-Top

[nan-byaku-toiu
what-100-say

/
/
tasuu-no]
many-Gen

syomotsu-o
book-Acc

yon-da.
read-Past

“Taro read a lot of books.” (Sudo, to appear)

Universal Grinding and Count-mass in Japanese

The core observation is that in Japanese, some classifiers induces Universal Grinding effect, a shift
from an individual reading to a stuff reading, only in postnominal NQs as in (6).

(5) 650kg
650 CLKiloGrum

no
Gen

uma
horse

a. ‘an individual horse that weighs 650kg’ (an individual reading)
b. ?? ‘Horsemeat that weighs 650kg’ (a stuff reading)

(6) uma
horse

650kg
650 CLKiloGrum

a. *‘an individual horse that weighs 650kg’ (an individual reading)
b. ‘Horsemeat that weighs 650kg’ (a stuff reading)

It is not the case that syntax is solely responsible for individuation.

(7) 50kg
50 CLKiloGrum

no
Gen

biiru
beer

a. “a portion/glass/bottle that weighs 50kg” (an individual reading)
b. “beer that weighs 50kg” (a stuff reading)

(8) biiru
horse

50kg
50 CLKiloGrum

a. “a portion/glass/bottle that weighs 50kg” (an individual reading)
b. “beer that weighs 50kg” (a stuff reading)

Monotonicity

Schwarzschild (2002) defines monotonicity as a property of measurement such that it traces a part
whole-relation. Pseudo-partitives involve monotonic measurement and measure modifiers involve
non-monotonic measurement.
(9) Pseudo partitives:

a. monotonic measurement: 2 litres of oil
b. non-monotonic measurement: *2 degrees of oil

(10) Measure Modifiers:
a. monotonic measurement: *2 litre-oil
b. non-monotonic measurement: 2 degree-oil

It is cross-linguistically the case that syntax determines the semantics of measurement construction
with respect to monotonicity, e.g., Swiss-German, Russian, Spanish, Dutch, German, Romanian,
Korean and Mandarin (Schwarzschild, 2002, 2005; Cornilescu, 2009; Shin, 2017; Jiang, 2008).
I define monotonicity as in (11).
(11) Monotonicity (Mon): when R = λnλx [µ(x) = n],

∀P∀R [Mon(P)(R)⇔ ∀x∀y [P(x)&P(y)& x ≤ y → µ(x) < µ(y)]]

Japanese Numeral Quantifiers

Japanese behaves almost in parallel with English. Monotonic classifiers are compatible with both.

(12) a. Yuji-ga
Yuji-Nom

san-rittoru-no
3-CLLitre-Gen

wain-o
wine-Acc

youi-sita.
provide-Past

(prenominal)

b. Yuji-ga
Yuji-Nom

wain-san-rittoru-o
wine-3-CLLitre-Acc

youi-sita.
provide-Past

(postnominal)

“Yuji provided three litres of wine”
Non-monotonic classifiers are incompatible with postnominal NQs.

(13) a. Yuji-ga
Yuji-Nom

gojuu-do-no
50-CLCelcius Degree-Gen

abura-o
oil-Acc

youi-sita.
provide-Past

(prenominal)

b. *Yuji-ga
Yuji-Nom

abura-gojuu-do-o
oil-50-CLCelcius Degree-Acc

youi-sita.
provide-Past

(postnominal)

“Yuji provided 50◦C oil”

Prenominal NQs involve non-monotonic predication. This is checked by group nouns.

(14) a. 3-nin-no
3-CLPerson-NO

chiimu
team

(prenominal)

b. * chiimu
team

3-nin
3-CLPerson

(postnominal)

‘a team composed of three members’

Assumptions

First, I adopt these properties, following Krifka (1989).
(15) a. Atomicity (Atom): ∀P [Atom(P)⇔ ∃y [y ≤ x&P-Atom(P)(y)]]

b. P-Atom (P-Atom): ∀P∀x [P-Atom(P)(x) ⇔P(x)&¬∃y [y ≤ x& x , y →P(y)]]
c. Upward Cumulativity (or Cumulativity) (↑ Cum) :
∀P [↑Cum(P)⇔ ∀x∀y [P(x)&P(y) →P(x+ y)]]

d. Downward Cumulativity (or Divisivity, Homogeneity) (↓ Cum) :
∀P [↓Cum(P)⇔ ∀x [P(x) → ∀y [y ≤ x& x , y&P(y)]]]

Second, I assume numerals are referring expressions of type n (Krifka, 2008; Rothstein, 2013).
(16) a. [[n]] = <n>n

Third, I distinguish Weak and Strong Monotonicity: plural count nouns and atomic classifiers induce
Weak Monotonicity and mass nouns and non-atomic classifiers induce Strong Monotonicity.
(17) a. Weakly Monotonic measurement: [|{y ≤ x :C-Atom(y)}| = n]

b. Strongly Monotonic measurement: [µC-volume(x) = n]

‘C-Atom’ stands for the sortal restrictor and ‘C-volume’ stands for the content of measurement.

Proposal

Prenominal NQs have non-monotonic measurement and postnominal NQs have monotonic one.
(18) a. [[san-ninnogakusei]] = λx [|{y ≤ x :Person(y)}| = 3&*Student(x)]

b. [[gakusei san-nin]] = λx :Mon(*Student, µ). [|{y ≤ x :Person(y)}| = 3&*Student(x)]

If Mon (P, µ), P need to be upwardly or downwardly Cumulative. This triggers the Universal
Grinding effect. I define the operation Ground as follows.
(19) a. Ground = λPλx∃y [P(y)& x ≤ y&¬P(x)]

The stuff reading of ‘horse’ is described as follows.
(20) [[uma650kg]] = λx :Mon(Ground(*Horse), µ). [µKG(x) = 650&Ground(*Horse)(x)]

I define classifiers as type 〈n, 〈et〉〉 (Sudo, 2016) and propose the structure (21a-21b). Monotonic
construction involve a functional head (Schwarzschild, 2006; Zamparelli, 2014).
(21) a. λx [µKG(x) = 650&*Horse(x)]

λx [µKG(x) = 650]

Num

650

CL

λnλx [µKG(x) = 650]

NP

λx [*Horse (x)]

b. λx:Mon([µKG(x) = 650])(Ground(*Horse)).[Ground(*Horse)(x)]

NP

λx [Ground(*Horse)(x)]

λQλx:Mon([µKG(x) = 650])(Q).[Q(x)]

λx [µKG(x) = 650]

Num

650

CL

λnλx [µKG(x) = n]

Q

λPλQλx :Mon(P)(Q).[Q(x)]

Note that Upward Cumulativity suffices under some context, e.g., (22c).

(22) ringo
apple

50kg
50 CLKiloGrum

a. * “an individual apple that weighs 50kg” (an individual reading)
b. ? “Apple juice that weighs 50kg” (a stuff reading)
c. “Plural individual apples that weigh 50kg” (a plural individual reading)

Conclusion
Japanese has count-mass distinction and two-modes of composition of NQs. The observed effect of
Universal Grinding is derived from their interplay.
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